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1. Is the human being …..............of anything just to get where no other man has been before?

2. Does the importance of ......................................success encourage people to do anything? 

3. Is this ongoing search for ..................................yesterday's goals transforming sports?

4. During the Olympic Games sports people from all the world are..................................... to 

show the world what they're capable of. 

5. In the upcoming Olympic Games of 2008 could we be witnessing the beginning of a 

new ........................................of athletes the transgenics super athletes 

6. An effort to go beyond one's own .................................

7. It drives you to take advantage of any ................................in order to overcome yourself.

8. How to cross the genetics...................................... ?

9. Genetics therapies could provide athletes with a vast amount of benefits when it comes 

down to improving their own records: Better oxygen exploitation more endurance and 

speed are achievable ..........................................

10. A ................................................a vehicle is needed. Such vehicle must be able to transmit 

new instructions without damaging the cell. This is a virus genetically altered. It is

loaded with..........................  to generate advantages which will benefit the athletes.

11. Its.............................................. is to load new instructions to the cells.

12. The temptation of genetic therapy may be irresistible for the most .........................athletes.

13.  With the methods they use nowadays it is impossible to ...................................... the new 

doping technique once................................ with the information from the virus the cells will 

start creating extra doses of blood cells providing more endurance and energy for the 

athletes; however, being subjected to this experience may also carry big consequences such 

as heart attacks coronary issues a stroke or even cancer due to the virus instructions. The 

cells will also be able to create stronger and more flexible muscles and even stronger bones 

giving way to the super athletes.

14. In the path of this race without limits towards.................. where does the true sport spirit lie?

15. Have we forgotten its most noble......................................?  


